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Abstract
Situatedness of development processes is a key issue in both the software engineering
and the method engineering communities, as there is a strong felt need for process
prescriptions to be adapted to the situation at hand. The assumption of the process
modelling approach presented in this paper is that process prescriptions shall be selected
according to the actual situation at hand i.e. dynamically in the course of the process.
The paper focuses on a multi-model view of process modelling which supports this
dynamicity. The approach builds on the notion of a labelled graph of intentions and
strategies called a map as well as its associated guidelines. The map is a navigational
structure which supports the dynamic selection of the intention to be achieved next and
the appropriate strategy to achieve it whereas guidelines help in the operationalization of
the selected intention. The paper presents the map and guidelines and exemplifies the
approach with the CREWS-L'Ecritoire∗ method for requirements engineering.

I

Introduction

Process engineering is considered today as a key issue by both the software engineering
and information systems engineering communities. Recent interest in process engineering
is part of the shift of focus from the product to the process view of systems development.
The belief of the software engineering community is that as a result of improved
development processes [Dow93], [Arm93] and [Jar94]. there shall be both, improved
productivity of the software systems industry and improved systems quality, The focus
has been to increase the level of formality of process models in order to make possible
their enactment in Process Centred Software Environments [Fin94]. As a consequence a
∗
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large number of process models have been developed that Dowson [Dow93] classifies as
activity-oriented models, product-oriented models and decision-oriented models.
The software process modelling community realised quite early that even though process
models were prescriptive, in actual practice departures from the prescription occurred
[Hid94], [Rus95], [Wij90], [Aae92] and [You92]. Therefore, a concerted effort was put
in to allow process models to respond to these departures. One approach was to assume
prescriptive models and then, modify them to accommodate real processes. This
modification could be achieved in two ways. First the extent of deviations from the
prescription that could be allowed was modelled as constraints [Cug95, Cug96, Cug98].
Any actual deviation that satisfied the constraint was therefore manageable and the
process enactment mechanism could handle it. This way of handling deviations took the
prescriptive approach to its logical conclusion : it prescribed the deviations allowed in a
prescription. The second way of handling deviations is to allow changes to be made in
the prescription as and when they are needed [Dow94, SiS96, Jac92, Fin94, Ban93,
Bel94]. Thus, a dynamic change of the basic prescription is allowed.
In recent years, the information systems community has concentrated on the need for
adapting and extending existing methods to meet the changing needs of practice. Method
engineering [Wel92], [Har94] represents the effort to improve the usefulness of systems
development methods by creating an adaptation framework whereby methods are created
to match specific organisational situations. This improvement has been attempted at two
levels. At a global level, it deals with determining the project contingency factors
[Slooten], [Euromethod] that help in selecting the right method to be used whereas at a
more fine-grained level it deals with on-the-fly construction of the process prescription
fitting the situation at hand.
The latter was carried out in the contextual model [Gha97, Rol95, Poh96, Bub94]. Here
the attempt was to relax the prescription given by a process model. Thus, the process
model did not always specify what must be done but contained some specification of
what can be done. The process model therefore, contained a number of alternative ways
of doing a task and a selection of the particular alternative was done dynamically,
depending upon the situation in which the product was found. However, the contextual
model could consist of both alternatives as well as prescriptions. Whenever such
alternatives were available, the net effect was that the process model could be
dynamically built, even as the process was being performed. The major difference
between the software engineering approaches and the contextual approach is that
whereas handling departures from prescriptions is an exception handling activity in the
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former, selection from alternatives in the latter is the normal activity envisaged in the
process model itself and supported by a dynamic selection mechanism. Thus, support for
real processes is provided in a more natural way.
In this paper, we propose to relax the prescription of a process model even further. Our
proposal is based on the experience with the contextual model that we gained working
with four groups of postgraduate students. The experiment consists of using the six
methods described with the contextual model in [Pli94] to develop application case
studies within the process centred environment MENTOR [SiS96]. Our experience was
that a key discriminant factor in real processes is the product situation. This situation has
a strong bearing in selecting the task best suited to handle it and also the strategy to be
adopted in carrying out this task. For example, consider a process for doing requirements
engineering using goal-scenario coupling. Assume that a goal G has been elicited. Now,
it is possible to either explore alternative goals of G or to write a scenario for it. Thus,
the process model must reflect this choice and the requirements engineer would
dynamically choose between one of these alternatives. It can be seen that G provides a
basis for a discriminant choice in what task is to be done next. Now, consider that a fully
developed scenario has been written out and goals are to be determined by scenario
analysis. That is, the next task to be done is known. However, it is possible to discover
goals that are exceptions or obstacles to G or sub-goals of G using the alternative or the
composition discovery strategies. Again, these strategies for eliciting goals need to be
reflected in the process model so that the right one can be dynamically chosen depending
on the nature of the scenario. Thus, the product situation also provides a basis for a
discriminant choice in what strategy is to be adopted in performing a task. Evidently, a
process model that captures all alternatives of tasks and strategies is needed to support
processes. Such a model needs to be backed up by a dynamic selection mechanism of
tasks and strategies. In the paper we propose to represent task and strategies alternatives
as a labelled directed graph called a map and provide support in alternative selection
through guidelines.
It can be seen that the salient features of our approach are
i) explicit recognition of the role of strategies in process modelling,
ii) a non-prescriptive model of strategies and tasks containing alternatives only from
which real processes can be built,
iii) dynamic process construction is the rule rather than an exception.
As indicated above, the non-prescriptive model is a labelled directed graph called a map.
The map uses two fundamental notions, a process intention or intention for brevity, and
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strategy. An intention captures in it the notion of a task that the application engineer
intends to perform whereas the strategy is the manner in which the intention can be
achieved. The nodes of the map are intentions whereas the edges are labelled with
strategies. The directed nature of the map identifies which intention can be done after a
given one. The only way in which a process can be built is dynamically, through the use
of guidelines for selection among alternatives. Only after the task and the strategy have
been decided is there a need for a guideline to achieve the task.
There are three guidelines associated with the map :
- intention selection guidelines for determining all succeeding intentions of a given one,
- strategy selection guidelines for determining the strategies from which one is selected,
- intention achievement guidelines for defining the way in which an intention can be
achieved. Thereafter, the enactment mechanism is invoked to actually carry out the tasks.
We view a map as containing a panel of process prescriptions from which, by dynamic
selection, the particular one that is best suited to the product situations as they emerge is
selected. In this sense, the map is a multi-model with dynamic process modelling
capability.
The layout of the paper is as follows. In the next section the notion of the map as a
labelled directed graph is presented and the multi-model capability of the map is
highlighted. In section III, the different kinds of guidelines and their structure are
considered. The manner in which guidelines relate to the map is articulated. Section IV
contains the representation of the CREWS-L’Ecritoire method as a map of guidelines.
This serves as an example to illustrate how the map and guidelines can be used to
represent real methods. Section V deals with the meta-process i.e. the process to develop
and enact application processes. The use of the meta-process to develop the
requirements specification of a recycling machine is presented in section VI. Section VII
is the concluding section.

II The Map
A map is a process model which is associated with a product model as shown in Figure 1
to form a method. Figure 1 describes our method view using an E/R like notation. A box
represents an Entity Type (ET), the labelled link represents a Relationship Type (RT) and
the embedded box refers to an objectified RT. Multiplicities are denoted with couples of
minimum and maximum cardinality values.
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Figure 1: Map and Product model
A map is a process model in which a non-deterministic ordering of intentions and
strategies has been included. It is a labelled directed graph with intentions as nodes and
strategies as edges between intentions. The directed nature of the graph shows which
intentions can follow which one. Figure 2 describes the map meta-model using the same
E/R like notation as above. As shown in the figure, a map consists of a number of
2
sections each of which is a triplet <I1i,Ij,S ij>. There are two distinct intentions called
Start and Stop respectively that represent the intentions to start navigating in the map
and to stop doing so. Thus, it can be seen that there are a number of paths in the graph
from Start to Stop.
Start

source

Map

Stop

Intention

1,n
target
composed of

1,1

1,1
1,1

Section

Figure 2: The map meta-model
1
2

Intention are in italics (Ii , Ij)
Strategies are in “ arial ”(Sij)
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Strategy

We assume development processes to be intention-oriented. At any moment, the
application engineer has an intention, a goal in mind that he/she wants to fulfil. To take
this characteristic into account the map identifies the set of intentions that have to be
achieved in order to solve the problem at hand.
Let I be this set.
An intention is a goal, an objective that the application engineer has in mind at a given
point of time. An intention statement expressed in natural language usually starts with a
verb and may comprise several parameters, where each parameter plays a different role
with respect to the verb. The key parameter is the target of the verb; for example in the
examples below, Scenario and Goal are the targets of the verbs Conceptualize and Elicit
respectively.
(a) Conceptualize verb a Scenario object
(b) Elicit verb a Goal result
As shown in the examples above, there are two types of targets, Objects and Results.
Both refer to product parts i.e. elements of the product model, which are either objects
or subjects of the process intention. An Object is supposed to exist before the goal is
achieved. For example in the goal statement (a) the target Scenario is an object because
it exists even before Conceptualize is achieved. In contrast, a Result results of the
achievement of the intention. For example in the goal statement (b), a Goal is the result
of the achievement of the intention Elicit. We shall introduce other parameters of the
verb in an intention statement as needed in the paper. For more details see [Pra97,
Rol98b].
A strategy is an approach, a manner to achieve an intention. The strategy, as part of the
triplet <Ii,Ij,Sij> characterizes the flow from Ii, to Ij and the way Ij can be achieved.
Let S be the set of strategies identified in the map.
It can be seen that the map can represent in it all the meaningful interconnections
between process intentions and strategies. Formally, the map is a subset of the Cartesian
product:

Map ⊆ I × I × S
The specific manner in which an intention can be achieved is captured in a section of the
map whereas the various sections having the same intention Ii as a source and Ij as target
show the different strategies that can be adopted for achieving Ij when coming from Ii.
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Similarly, there can be different sections having Ii as source and Ij1, Ij2, ....Ijn as targets.
These show the different intentions that can be achieved after the achievement of Ii.
Let there be two map sections, MS1 and MS2. MS1 and MS2 are connected in the map
provided the target intention of MS1 is the source intention of MS2. For example, the
sections <Ii,Ij,Sij> and <Ik,Ii,Ski> are interconnected in the map because the target
intention Ii of the latter is also the source intention of the former. Thus, Ij is reachable
from Ik through the intermediate intention Ii.
As an example consider Figure 3 which contains six sections MS0 to MS5 having
connections at Ii, Ij and Ik.
As shown in the figure, there might be several flows from Ii to Ij, each corresponding to a
specific strategy (for examples MS1 and MS2 in Figure 3). In this sense the map offers
multi-thread flows. There might also be several strategies from different intentions to
reach an intention Ii (for examples MS3 and MS4 in Figure 3). In this sense the map
offers multi-flow paths to achieve an intention. Finally, the map can include reflexive
flows (see MS3 in Figure 3).

Sstart k

Ik

Start

Ski
Ij

Sij1

Sj stop

Ii
Sij2

Stop

Sii

MS0: Start, Ik,Sstart k
MS1: Ii, Ij,Sij1
MS2: Ii, Ij,Sij2
MS3: Ii, Ii,Sii
MS4: Ik, Ii,Ski
MS5: Ij , Stop, Sj stop

Figure 3: Examples of map sections
A map is a navigational structure in the sense that it allows the application engineer to
determine a path from Start intention to Stop intention. The map contains a finite number
of paths, each of them prescribing a way to develop the product i.e. each of them is a
process model. Therefore the map is a multi-model. It embodies several process models,
providing a multi-model view for modelling a class of processes. None of the finite set of
models included in the map is recommended "a priori". Instead the approach suggests a
dynamic construction of the actual path by navigating in the map. In this sense the
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approach is sensitive to the specific situations as they arise in the process. The next
intention and strategy to achieve it are selected dynamically by the application engineer
among the several possible ones offered by the map. Furthermore the approach is meant
to allow the dynamic adjunction of a path in the map i.e adding a new strategy or a new
section in the actual course of the process.
In such a case guidelines that make available all choices open to handle a given situation
are of great convenience. The map is associated to such guidelines. These are presented
in the next section.

III Guidelines
A guideline is defined [LPR95] as ‘a set of indications on how to proceed to achieve an
objective or perform an activity’. For us, a guideline embodies method knowledge to
guide the application engineer in achieving an intention in a given situation. In this
section we first consider the different kinds of guidelines and their relationships to the
map. Thereafter the structure of the guidelines as comprising a signature and a body is
considered and the relationship between the guideline signature and the kind of guideline
is brought out.
III.1 Kinds of Guidelines
As shown in Figure 4, we associate the map with guidelines, namely one ‘Intention
Achievement Guideline’ per section <Ii,Ij, Sij>, one ‘Intention Selection Guideline’ per
node Ii , except for Stop and one ‘Strategy Selection Guideline’ per node pair <Ii,Ij>.We
will refer to them as IAG, ISG and SSG respectively.
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Figure 4: The map guideline relationships
An intention driven process is an iterative process that repeatedly resolves two issues,
namely, (1) how to fulfil the intention he/she reached and (2) how to select the right
section to progress. IAGs support the former whereas ISGs and SSGs help in the latter.
More precisely:
(1) There exists an Intention Achievement Guideline (IAG) for every triplet <Ii,Ij,Sij>. It
aims at supporting the application engineer in the achievement of intention Ij
according to the strategy Sij.
For a section <Ii,Ij,Sij>, there is an IAG.
An IAG provides an operational means to fulfil the intention. This means that an IAG
implies the transformation of the product under development. Whereas the map identifies
strategies to reach intentions, IAGs are concerned with the tactics to implement these
strategies. There might be several tactics offered by an IAG. This means that an IAG
may contain alternative operational ways to fulfil the intention. Besides it might be
necessary to proceed in a number of steps to reach the ultimate effect of an IAG, that is
to perform some action on the product under development. Consequently an IAG may
include the decomposition of the initial intention into sub-intentions which themselves
may be decomposed till intentions executable through actions on the product are
reached. Therefore, an IAG may be seen as a goal tree which helps in performing the
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operationalization of an intention I through sub-intentions connected by alternative and
decomposition relationships into actions on the product.
(2) Given two Intentions Ii, Ij and a set of possible strategies Sij1, Sij2, ..Sijn applicable to
Ij, the role of the Strategy Selection Guideline (SSG) is to guide the selection of an
Sijk thereby leading to the selection of the corresponding IAG.

For a node pair <Ii,Ij>, there is an SSG.

An SSG, first determines all the strategies that can be used to achieve Ij from Ii. It does
this by the operation SOP, Strategy Operator, defined as follows:

SOP : I × I → {S | <I,I,S>is a section}
For example in the map of Figure 3

SOP (Ii,Ij) ={Sij1,Sij2}
The set of strategies is presented by SSG to the application engineer who picks the one
most appropriate to the situation at hand. Thus, the section <Ii,Ij,Sijk>is selected. Since a
unique Intention Achievement Guideline is associated with each section, the SSG
determines this. The enactment mechanism then performs Ij according to the selected
strategy in the task organization specified by the Intention Achievement Guideline.
(3) Given an intention Ii, an Intention Selection Guideline (ISG), identifies the set of
intentions {Ij} that can be achieved in the next step and selects the corresponding set
of either IAGs or SSGs. The former is valid when there is only one section between Ii
and Ij whereas the latter occurs when there are several sections between Ii and Ij.
For an intention Ii, there is an ISG.
An ISG, first determines all the intentions that can be done after a given one. It does this
through the operation IOP, Intention Operator, defined as follows:

IOP : I → {I | <I,I,S> is a section}
That is, IOP determines the set of intentions which are the target intentions of sections
having the same source intention.
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For example, in the map of Figure 3:

IOP (Ii) ={Ij, Ii}
The application engineer then picks up one intention out of these, the one which is most
appropriate for the situation at hand. The ISG then determines whether there is only one
section between the source and the selected target intention or whether there are several
sections. In the former case, the IAG associated with the section is used by the
enactment mechanism to achieve the target intention. In the case when several sections
exist between the source and the selected target intention, the SSG is invoked to
determine the strategy to be used in the situation which, as discussed earlier, leads to the
determination of an IAG and subsequent enactment. In our example, IOP has determined
two target intentions Ij and Ii as shown above. There is only one section between the
source intention Ii and the target Ii. This is <Ii,Ii,Sii>. Thus, if the application engineer
chooses Ii as the target then, the IAG is determined. ISG can cause intention
achievement with no further intervention from the application engineer. On the other
hand, there are two sections having Ii as source and Ij as target. These are <Ii,Ij,Sij1> and
<Ii,Ij,Sij2> respectively. If the application engineer chooses Ij as the target intention then
SSG must be used to decide which of these shall be used. The IAG is determined and Ij
achieved.
It can be seen from the foregoing that the objective of the ISGs is met by placing reliance
upon SSGs and IAGs. Similarly SSGs rely on IAGs. Therefore, determination of the
intention to handle a given situation, determination of the strategy to be adopted and the
task organization are all integrated together.
Summarising then, Figure 5 below associates the ISGs, IAGs and SSGs with the map
shown in Figure 3. There are six IAGs, one per section, four ISGs for each of the nodes
except Stop, and four SSGs for each of the four node pairs <Ii, Ij>.
Map section

IAG Reference

MS0: Start, Ik,Sstart k

IAG0

MS1: Ii, Ij,Sij1

IAG1

Node pair

SSG Reference

MS2: Ii, Ij,Sij2

IAG2

Intention ISG Reference

Start, Ik

SSG0

MS3: Ii, Ii,Sii

IAG3

Start

ISG0

Ik, Ii

SSG1

MS4: Ik, Ii,Ski

IAG4

Ii

ISG1

Ij

ISG2

Ii, Ij

SSG2

Ik

ISG3

Ij, Stop

SSG3

MS5: Ij , Stop, Sj stop IAG5

Figure 5 : Guidelines of the Map presented in Figure 3
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III.2 Structure of a Guideline
Even though there are different kinds of guidelines, all of these depict the same
underlying structure. Figure 6 shows the guideline meta-model expressed again in an E/R
like notation. Our proposal for the description of a guideline relies on the NATURE
contextual approach [Rol95, Gro97] and its corresponding enactment mechanism
[SiS96, SiS97]. As shown in Figure 6, a guideline has a body which encapsulates method
knowledge and a signature. We consider these in turn.

Guideline
1,1

1,1

has

has

Body

Intention

Situation

Signature

1,n

built from

1,1
refers to

Product
Model

Context

is a hierarchy of

refined by
composed of

belongs to

Plan

Executable

Choice
Product
Part
action

applied by
changes

selection

Product
transformation

Figure 6: The guideline meta-model

Guideline signature
A signature is a pair <(sit), I> where (sit) is the situation and I is an intention. For
example, <(Goal), Author Scenario> is a signature. The situation refers to the product
under development and the intention is the goal that the application engineer wants to
achieve in this situation. In the previous example the situation is the product part ‘Goal’
and Author Scenario is the intention I that the application engineer wants to achieve. The
three kinds of guidelines namely ISGs, SSGs and IAGs have signatures of the generic
form <(sit), I>. However (sit) and I can be specialized for each of the three kinds of
guidelines. This is summed up in Figure 7 and explained below.
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Type of guideline

Map reference

Guideline signature

IAGi

< Ii, Ij,Sij>

(sit*(Ii), Ij)

ISGi
SSGi

< Ii >
< Ii, Ij >

(sit (Ii), Progress from Ii)
(sit (Ii), Progress to Ij)

*Sit(Ii) refers to the product situation after Ii has been achieved.
Progress refers to a class of intentions in order to progress in the process.
In contrast Ij, Ii are achievement intentions.

Figure 7: Correspondence between the kind of guideline and the guideline
signature
First, as mentioned earlier, the map identifies two issues to be solved by the application
engineer (a) how to perform the intention he/she has reached and (b) how to select the
right section to progress further. This leads to an identification of two major classes of
intentions of signatures, the Achieve and the Progress. As IAGs support issue (a), the
signature intention of a IAG refers to a process achievement intention and therefore
belongs to the Achieve signature intention class. SSGs and ISGs which help in (b) have
signature intentions which express process progression towards process achievement and
therefore, belong to the Progress signature intention class. Therefore, we propose to use
the map intention I in IAG intention signatures and the generic term Progress as
intention signature for SSGs and ISGs.
Second, we propose to differentiate an SSG intention signature from an ISG one using
the statement Progress verb (from Ii)source for the former and Progress verb (to Ij)target for the
latter.
Progress verb (from Author Scenario)source and
Progress verb (to Author Scenario)target
are two examples of signature intentions belonging to the class Progress. As shown in
these examples, Progress is the verb of the intention statement, (from Author Scenario)
is the source parameter of the verb and (to Author Scenario) corresponds to the target
parameter.
Third, we suggest to integrate the name of the strategy in the statement of the
achievement intention of a IAG. Therefore, the IAG for a section <Ii,Ij,Sij1> has an
intention signature of the form Ij with Sij.
Author verb Scenario result (with linguistic strategy) manner
is an example of intention belonging to the class Achieve. As indicated in the intention
statement Author is the verb, Scenario is its result and (with linguistic strategy)
corresponds to the parameter manner.
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Finally, the situation part of the guideline signature refers to the product part(s)
resulting from the achievement of the start intention (Ii) of the map section associated to
the guideline. We will see in the next section that the situation may include constraints on
the product. These constraints on (sit) play the role of a pre-condition for the intention I
to be achievable. It can be seen that the guideline establishes the connection between the
process and the product models making precise the part of the product (and its
associated constraints) influencing the process flow.
(Scenario) and (Scenario: state (Scenario) = written)
are two examples of situations. In the first case (Scenario) refers to the product part
'Scenario' whereas in the second case, the situation constrains the 'Scenario' to be in the
state 'written'.
Guideline body
The body describes the way in which Achieve and Progress intentions are fulfilled.
Following the contextual approach the body is organized around the notion of a context
that can be of three different types: executable, plan, choice and two types of
relationships among contexts: composition and refinement (Figure 6). The latter leads to
an organization of a guideline as a hierarchy of contexts connected by AND (composed
of) and OR (refined by) relationships. The former helps in distinguishing situations
offering choices (choice contexts) from those which require decomposition of contexts
(plan contexts). Executable contexts are of two types : in IAGs they are associated to
actions which transform the product under development. The guideline is therefore a
means to articulate the consequences of satisfying the intention of the guideline signature
on the product under development. In SSGs and ISGs they perform actions to select
IAGs. The enactment mechanism takes care of the presentation of available choices, the
performance of plan contexts and of the impact of the execution of actions on the
product under construction For further details on the contextual approach see [Rol93,
Rol94a, Rol94b, Sut97, Rol95].

IV A multi-model view of CREWS-L'Ecritoire
This section instantiates the map meta-model presented in section 2 with the goalscenario method for Requirements Engineering developed in the CREWS project
[Ben98, Rol97, Rol98b, Hau98]. The method combines a goal driven approach to
requirement engineering with the use of scenarios. The total solution is in two parts.
First, for a goal, scenarios are authored by the scenario author. Thereafter, the authored
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scenario is explored to yield goals which in turn, cause new scenarios to be authored and
so on.
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Figure 8: Overview of the CREWS RE process
As illustrated in Figure 8 the RE process consists of repeating a two-phase cycle
composed of (1) scenario authoring and (2) goal discovery. The resulting product is a
hierarchy of pairs (G, Sc) where G is a goal and Sc a scenario. Each pair is called a
requirements chunk (RC). RCs are related to one another in three different ways through
composition, alternative and refinement relationships. The composition and alternative
relationships lead to an AND/OR structure between RCs whereas the refinement
relationship is used to describe RCs at different levels of abstraction (Figure 8). A brief
overview of the concepts and terminology of the CREWS product model is as follows :
A Requirement Chunk (RC) is a pair <G, Sc> where G is a goal and Sc is a scenario.
Since a goal is intentional and a scenario is operational in nature, a requirement chunk is
a possible way of achieving the goal.
A goal is defined as "something that some stakeholder hopes to achieve in the future". In
our approach, a goal (similar to an intention map) is expressed as a clause with a main
verb and several parameters, where each parameter plays a different role with respect to
the verb. An example of a goal expressed in this structure is the following :
Provide verb (efficiently) quality (electricity) target (from EDF producer)
eligible customers) beneficiary (using the EDF network) means

source

(to our non

A scenario is "a possible behaviour limited to a set of purposeful interactions taking
place among several agents". It is composed of one or more actions, an action being an
interaction from one agent to another. The combination of actions in a scenario describes
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a unique path. A scenario is characterised by initial and final states. An initial state
attached to a scenario defines a precondition for the scenario to be triggered. A final
state defines a state reached at the end of the scenario. We distinguish between normal
and exceptional scenarios. The former leads to the achievement of its associated goal
whereas the latter fails in goal achievement.
Classification and abstraction levels of requirement chunks: The approach recognises
three levels of abstraction called contextual, functional, and physical. The contextual
level identifies the services that a system should provide to an organisation and their
rationale. The functional level focuses on the interactions between the system and its user
to achieve the needed services. Finally, the physical level deals with the actual
performance of the interactions. Each level corresponds to a type of requirement chunk.
As a result, we organise the requirement collection in a three level abstraction hierarchy.
Relationships between requirement chunks: There are three types of relationships
among requirement chunks namely, the composition, alternative, and refinement
relationships. The first two of these lead to a horizontal AND/OR structure between
RCs. These are extensions of conventional AND/OR relationships between goals. AND
relationships among RCs link together those chunks that require each other to define a
completely functioning system. RCs related through OR relationships represent
alternative ways of fulfilling the same goal. The third kind of relationship relates
requirement chunks at different levels of abstraction. The refinement relationship
establishes a vertical link between requirement chunks.
As shown in Figure 8 the RE process is supported by automated rules embodied in a
computer-based software tool called L'Ecritoire. Automated rules act in the two phases
of the goal–discovery, scenario-authoring, goal-discovery cycle to respectively guide
scenario authoring and help in discovering goals.
The corresponding map and guidelines are presented in Figure 9a and Figure 9b
respectively.
As can be seen, the map of Figure 9a provides a number of paths for going from Start to
Stop. The sequence ‘Start, linguistic strategy to Elicit a Goal, free prose to Write a
Scenario, manual strategy to Conceptualize a Scenario, completeness strategy to Stop’ is
a path. Another path could be the one which after Conceptualize a Scenario uses the
composition discovery strategy to achieve Elicit a Goal and then goes to Stop through
case-based discovery to Elicit a Goal, free prose to Write a Scenario, manual strategy to

Conceptualize a Scenario, completeness strategy to Stop. It is evident that each of these
paths is a process model. The multiple process models that can be generated from the
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map are limited only by the map itself.
Start
template
driven
strategy

linguistic
strategy

case based
discovery

Elicit a Goal

template driven
strategy

free prose

composition
discovery

alternative
discovery

Write a
Scenario

refinement
discovery
computer
supported

manual

Conceptualize
a Scenario
completeness
strategy

Stop

Figure 9a: Map of the CREWS-L'Ecritoire method
The generation of an actual process model is not done in any ad-hoc way but is driven by
the situation of the product after an intervention has been achieved. For example, after
achievement of Elicit a Goal, the situation could be that case-based discovery strategy is
used to again Elicit a Goal. The resulting situation, after Elicit a Goal, could now ask
for the free prose strategy to be used to Write a Scenario. The point is that the process
model is shaped dynamically by the situations which arise as a result of intention
achievement. This means that the time gap between process model generation and
process enactment is reduced to zero. This facilitates changes in the process model as the
process is performed.
Process model generation is under the control of guidelines. For instance, SSG4 supports
the selection of the linguistic strategy to Elicit a Goal in the first path presented above.
ISG1 thereafter helps in the selection of Write a Scenario whereas SSG3 supports the
selection of the free prose strategy for achieving it. The section (Elicit a Goal, Write a
Scenario, free prose) is now selected and IAG8 supports the achievement of Write a
Scenario. The use of guidelines continues till the entire process model has been
generated.
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Intention Achievement Guidelines (IAG)
<(G), Elicit a Goal with case based discovery strategy>
<(RC: state (RC) = completed), Elicit a Goal with composition strategy>
<(RC: state (RC) = completed), Elicit a Goal with alternative strategy >
<(RC: state (RC) = completed), Elicit a Goal with refinement strategy >
<(Stat.), Elicit a Goal with linguistic strategy >
<(Stat.), Elicit a Goal with template driven strategy>
<(G), Write a Scenario with template driven strategy >
<(G), Write a Scenario in free prose>
<(Sc: state (Sc) = written), Conceptualize a Scenario with computer support strategy>
<(Sc), Conceptualize a Scenario manually>
<(RCs: state (RCs) = completed), Stop with completeness strategy>

IAG1
IAG2
IAG3
IAG4
IAG5
IAG6
IAG7
IAG8
IAG9
IAG10
IAG11

Strategy Selection Guideline
<(RC: state (RC) = completed), Progress to Elicit a Goal>
<(Sc: state (Sc) = written), Progress to Conceptualize a Scenario>
<(G), Progress to Write a Scenario>
<(Stat.), Progress to Elicit a Goal>
<(RCs: state (RCs) = completed), Progress to Stop>

SSG1
SSG2
SSG3
SSG4
SSG5

Intention Selection Guideline
<(G), Progress from Elicit a Goal>
<(RC: state (Sc) = completed), Progress from Conceptualize a Scenario>
<(Sc: state (Sc) = written), Progress from write a Scenario>
<(Stat.), Progress from Start>

ISG1
ISG2
ISG3
ISG4

Figure 9b: Guidelines of the CREWS-L'Ecritoire method
There is an intention achievement guideline for each of the eleven sections of the map of
Figure 9a. Five SSGs are associated with the five node pairs Elicit a Goal-Write a
Scenario, Write a Scenario-Conceptualize a Scenario, Conceptualize a Scenario-Elicit
a Goal, Start-Elicit a Goal and Conceptualize a Scenario-Stop. Additionally, there are
four ISGs one for each of the map intentions, Start, Stop, Elicit a Goal and
Conceptualize a Scenario. Figures 10, 11 and 12 give three examples of guidelines, one
for each type.
IAG8 Example
As an intention achievement guideline, IAG8 provides advice to requirements engineer to
achieve the goal Write a Scenario in free prose.
The guideline is characterized by its signature : < (sit), I > which expresses the intention
to be fulfilled (Write a Scenario in free prose) and the situation required for the intention
to be fulfilled goal (G).
The situation refers to the goal part of the product under development (i.e. the RCs
hierarchy) whereas the intention is a sub-type of the Achieve signature intention of
section 3. The body is a two-level hierarchy of contexts (Figure 10). The first level is a
plan context suggesting two steps to write a scenario:
1. to get writing guidance if desired,
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2. to write the scenario itself.
Each of these steps are component contexts of the plan. Namely < (G) , Select Writing
Guidance Form>and < (G), Write a Scenario > which both offer choices.
Code: IAG8
<(G), Writeverb (a Scenario)result (in free prose)manner>

<(G), Select Writing Guidance Form>

<(G), Select Style
Guidelines>

<(G), Write a Scenario>

<(G), Discard
Guidance>

<(G), Select Contents
<(G), Select Contents & Style Guidelines>
Guideline>

<(G), Adapt Terms
to Project
Glossary>

<(G), Write Freely>

<(G), Check
Synonyms>

Figure 10: Example of Intention Achievement Guideline
Indeed, in the CREWS-L'Ecritoire approach, the requirements engineer has the
possibility to use style guidelines, contents guidelines, both of them or to discard any
proposed guidance. Style guidelines recommend a style of writing whereas contents
guidelines define the semantics of the scenario contents. These choices are expressed in
the choice context < (G), Select Writing Guidance Form >.
The choice context < (G), Write a Scenario > offers three options:
(a) alignment of the terms used in the scenario with a general project glossary,
(b) detection and possible removal of synonyms,
(c) without any control.
All the leaves of the hierarchy are executable contexts.
SSG1 Example
A Strategy Selection Guideline such as SSG1 has a signature < (sit), I > which expresses
that the requirements engineer wants to progress in the RE process by achieving
intention I in a given situation (sit). The intention is a sub-type of the Progress signature
intention of section 3. The SSG1 signature, < (RC: State (RC) =completed ), Progress to
Elicit a Goal> associates the intention of progressing towards the target to Elicit a Goal
when the requirement chunk (RC) has been completed. Notice that in this case, the
situation associates a constraint to the product part (Requirement Chunk) it refers to.
The body of SSG1 is a hierarchy of contexts having the signature of SSG1 as its root.
SSG1 is a choice context offering three alternatives (Figure 11). Each of these proposes
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the selection of an Intention Achievement Guideline to discover goals respectively
following the composition strategy (Select < (RC : state(RC)=completed), Elicit a Goal
with composition discovery strategy l>) or the refinement strategy (Select < (RC :
state(RC)=completed), Elicit a Goal with refinement discovery strategy>) or the
alternative strategy (Select < (RC : state(RC)=completed), Elicit a Goal with alternative
discovery strategy >). Arguments (a1, a2, a3) are proposed to guide the requirements
engineer in the selection of the appropriate strategy and associated guideline.
Code: SSG1

<(RC: state (RC) = completed), Progress verb (to Elicit a Goal)target>

a1
a3
a2
<(RC: state (RC) = completed),
Select (<(RC: state (RC) =
completed), Elicit a Goal with
composition strategy>)

<(RC: state (RC) = completed),
Select (<(RC: state (RC) =
completed), Elicit a Goal with
refinement strategy>)
<(RC: state (RC) = completed),
Select (<(RC: state (RC) =
completed), Elicit a Goal with
alternative strategy>)

a1: The process is centred on the discovery of complementary goals e.g. to complete a
use case model.
a2: The process focuses on alternative goals finding e.g. to define variations of a normal
course of actions in a use case.
a3: Goals of lower level of abstraction shall be discovered e.g. functional requirements
from contextual goals.

Figure 11: Example of Strategy Selection Guideline
ISG1 Example
An Intention selection guideline is similar to a Strategy Selection Guideline in the sense
that it guides the application engineer in progressing in the process. So, its signature
contains an intention of the Progress type for a given situation (sit) which refers to a
product part. The difference lies in the nature of the Progress intention which refers here
to a "source" intention whereas it was a "target" intention in the case of a SSG. For
example in ISG1, the intention is to progress from the source intention Elicit a Goal i.e.
when a goal has been elicited without any specific target intention in mind.
The body of an ISG offers all the possibilities to progress from the source intention and
guides in the selection of either SSGs or IAGs as described in section 3. For example, the
ISG1 body (Figure 12) is a choice context which offers two alternatives: the first one
suggests to proceed with the case based discovery strategy and proposes the selection of
IAG1( < (G), Discover a Goal with case based discovery strategy>). The second one
suggests a choice among the two strategies to Write a Scenario and proposes the
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selection of the SSG3 <(G), Progress to Write a Scenario>. Arguments a4 and a5 help in
the choice of the more appropriate option for a given situation.
Code: ISG1

<(G), Progress verb (from Elicit a Goal)source>

a4

a5

<(G), Select (<(G), Elicit a Goal
with case based discovery
Strategy>)>

<(G), Select (<(G), Progress to
Write a Scenario>)>

a4: The goal needs to be concretised through scenario authoring.
a5: The process is centred towards the discovery of alternative goals.

Figure 12: Example of Intention Selection Guideline
Application of the approach
Besides being applied in the CREWS-L’Ecritoire approach to requirements engineering,
the multi-model view presented here has served as a basis for representing (a) the three
other requirements engineering approaches developed within the CREWS project
namely, the Real World Scenes approach [Hau98], the SAVRE approach for scenario
exceptions discovery [Sut98] and the scenario animation approach [Dub98] and (b) for
integrating approaches [Ral99] one with the other and with the OOSE approach [Jac92].
In totality this has resulted in18 maps and almost 100 guidelines. A report on these is
under preparation and is expected to be available in the electronic CREWS method base
[CRI99] from September 99.
As another important case study of the validation of the multi-model view of process
modelling presented here, we would like to mention the electronic guide book to support
the EKD-CM method which is a specialization of the Enterprise Knowledge
Development method to managing Change Management in organisations [Nur99].
Let us now turn our attention towards the process for enacting map and guidelines i.e.
the meta-process.

V The Meta-Process
As in [Rol98a], we define a meta-process as a process for the construction of a process
model. In our case, the meta-process is a process for the generation of a path from the
map and its instantaneous enactment for the application at hand. A meta-process is an
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instantiation of a model, the meta-process model. The meta-process model can be
represented in many different ways and we choose here the map as a means to do so. In
order to avoid ambiguity we shall refer to the map of the meta-model as the meta-map
and to the map of the method as the method map.
select
strategy

Start
select
intention

Choose
Section
Stop

automated
support

select
intention

select
strategy

stop
achievement

Enact
Section

Figure 13: Meta-Process map
As shown in Figure 13, the meta-map consists of the four meta-intentions3, Start, Stop,
Choose Section and Enact Section. The Start meta-intention starts the construction of a
process by selecting a section in the method map which has map intention Start as
source. The Choose Section meta-intention results in the selection of a method map
section. The Enact Section meta-intention causes the execution of the method map
section resulting from Choose Section. Finally, the Stop meta-intention stops the
construction of the application process. This happens when the Enact Section metaintention leads to the enactment of the method map section having Stop as the target.
As already explained in the previous sections, there are two ways in which a section of a
method map can be selected, namely by selecting an intention or by selecting a strategy.
Therefore, the meta-intention Choose Section has two meta-strategies associated with it,
select intention and select strategy respectively. Once a method map section has been
selected by Choose Section, the IAG to support its enactment must be retrieved; this is
represented in Figure 13 by associating the meta-strategy automated support with the
meta-intention, Enact Section.
When these meta-strategies are used together with the meta-intentions then, six sections
as shown in the figure are formed. When progressing from Start to Choose Section the
application engineer can use either select intention or select strategy depending on
3

Meta-intentions and the meta-strategies are in bold but with the fonts used for the intentions and
strategies (italics and “ arial ” respectively).
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whether the intention of the application process is unknown or the intention is known but
the strategy is unknown. A similar situation occurs when progressing from Enact
Section to Choose Section. There is only one strategy to proceed from Choose Section
to Enact Section, namely automated support. Similarly, when Choose section
progresses to Stop then the stop achievement strategy is used.
There are three key meta-IAGs for achievement of the meta-intentions. These perform
the selection of the guidelines of the method map.
 ISGs for Choose section with select intention
 SSGs for Choose Section with select strategy
 IAGs for Enact Section with automated support
In the next section, we apply the meta-process model to generate a process which will
produce the requirements specification of a recycling machine in a super market.

VI A process for eliciting requirements of a recycling machine
This section illustrates the generation of a process for the Recycling Machine (RM) case
study [Jac92]. The initial situation is that of a super market wanting to provide recycling
facilities to its customers. The map of the CREWS-L’Ecritoire (CL) method presented in
Figure 9a is used by the meta-process to elicit the requirements of this machine. This
method map will be referred to in the following as the CL map.
The meta-process is used to drive the selection of the appropriate section in the CL map
and to enact the CL guidelines in order to elicit the requirements for the RM. Figure 14
highlights the 8 sections of the CL map selected and enacted as examples of the process
steps for the RM. These sections are sequentially numbered according to the order tin
which they are selected and enacted.
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Start
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ling uistic
strategy

(1)
(3)

(2)

case base d
discovery

E licit a G o a l

tem p late d riv e n
s trategy

(6)
free pro se

(5)
c om pos ition
discovery

refine m e nt
dis c ov ery

altern ative
discovery

W rite a
Scenario

(7)
c om puter
s up porte d

(8)

(4)
m a nu al

C onceptua lize
a Scen a rio
com plete ne ss
strategy

Stop

Figure 14: Use of CL map for RM Example
Figure 15 shows the corresponding sequence of sections in the meta-map. Clearly each
step of the RM process results from two iterations in the meta-map : one to guide the
selection of the appropriate section in the CL map for the situation at hand and the other
one to guide the enactment of the IAG associated to the CL selected section (denoted
n.1 and n.2 respectively for any step n in Figure 15). The trace of the eight steps in both
the meta-process and of the process is shown in Table1. In the following we explain the
interaction between the meta-process, the CL map and the requirements engineer for the
first process step. The other steps shall be interpreted from Table1 in the same way.

Start
select
intention

select
strategy

(1.1)

Choose
Section
(3.1)
(4.1)
(5.1) select
strategy
(2.1) select (6.1)
intention
(7.1)
(8.1)

(1.2) (2.2)
(3.2)
(4.2)
automated (5.2)
support
(6.2)
(7.2)
(8.2)

Stop
stop
achievement

Enact
Section

Figure 15: Use of meta-process for RM Example
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The meta-process begins from the meta-intention Start. In the CL map there is exactly
one intention, namely Elicit a Goal with Start as a source. Therefore, the meta-strategy
is clearly select strategy to Choose Section (see Figure 15). The achievement of the
Choose Section following select strategy leads to the presentation of the SSG4 guideline
(column 1 in the first raw of Table1) to the requirements engineer. The argument used by
the requirements engineer to select from the choices offered by SSG4 is shown in the
second column of the first row of Table 1. The result of this is the selected section shown
in the third column of this row. This explains how the meta-map helps the requirements
engineer selecting a section in the CL map. It is summarised in the first raw of step1 in
Table1.
Now, in the meta-process the next meta-intention is Enact Section (see Figure 15) which
is to be achieved by using the automated support meta-strategy. In the CL map this
results in the selection of the IAG6 guideline that is displayed to the requirements
engineer. This is shown in column 1 of the second row in Table1. The enactment of this
guideline is discussed in the second column of the second row of the table. The impact of
this enactment on the product is shown in the last column of this row.
Thus the second raw in Table1 for a given step sums up the effect of enacting the IAG
guideline corresponding to the section selected in the first raw of the table for this step.
Now, in the meta-process, the next meta-intention is Choose Section with one of the
two meta-strategies select strategy and select intention. This starts step 2 in the RM
process. Since in the CL map there are two intentions which can be achieved, the metastrategy selected is select intention (see Figure 15). As traced in the first column of the
first raw for step 2 in Table1, this selection results in an achievement of the Choose
Section leading to the presentation of the ISG1 guideline to the requirements engineer.
The argument used by the requirement engineer is shown in the second column of this
row of the table and the resulting selected section is shown in the last column.
In this way, the interaction of the meta-process, the CL map and the application engineer
continues. Eight iterations in the meta-process are shown in Table 1. These generate a
partial specification of the RM.
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Step
Number

Meta-Process
Column 1
Displayed guidelines

1

Iteration 1.1
Choose section with select
strategy
Start
template
driven
strategy

linguistic
strategy

Process
Column 2
IS & SS Guidelines Arguments

Column 3
Selected section

SSG4 suggests two strategies.
(Start,
The template driven strategy is chosen Elicit a Goal,
because it is the most appropriate way template driven strategy)
to get familiar with the goal
formalization proposed by the CREWS
L’Ecritoire method.

SSG4

Elicit a Goal

IA Guidelines Arguments
IAG6 displays a goal statement
template and explains the meaning of
each parameter. The requirement
Engineer (RE) chooses a loose
statement having only a verb and a
target.

Iteration 1.2
Enact section with
automated support
Start
template
driven
strategy

Product
G1:
Provide verb (Recycling
Facilities*)target
*

RF

IAG6
Elicit a Goal

Displayed guidelines
2

Iteration 2.1
Choose section with select
intention

IS & SS Guidelines Arguments

Selected section

ISG1 provides RE with arguments to
(Elicit a Goal,
advise him on choosing one of the two Elicit a Goal,
possible intentions from Elicit a goal
case based strategy)
namely to Elicit a goal or to Write a
Scenario. The former is selected so as
to generate alternative design solutions.
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Iteration 2.2
Enact section with
automated support

IA Guidelines Arguments

Product

IAG1 uses the goal statement structure
and parameter values supplied to
generate alternative goals. This leads to
21 alternative goals to G1 which are
ORed to G1. After discussion with
stakeholders, G4 is selected.

G2: Provide bottle RF to our
customers with a card based
machine
G3:Provide paper RF to our
customers with a card based
machine
G4:Provide bottle and box RF to
our customers with a card based
machine
…………….
G22: Provide bottle RF to all
customers with money return
machine

Displayed guidelines
3

Iteration 3.1
Choose section with select
strategy

IS & SS Guidelines Arguments

SSG3 offers two strategies from which (Elicit a Goal,
the template driven strategy is chosen. Write a Scenario,
This is because there is uncertainty
template driven strategy)
about what a scenario should be. The
templates lead to some certainty.

IA Guidelines Arguments
Iteration 3.2
Enact section with
automated support

Displayed guidelines
4

Iteration 4.1
Choose section with select
strategy

Selected section

Product

IAG7 proposes a template to be filled SC4:
in. The template corresponds to a
If the customer gets a card, he
service scenario and contains actions
recycles objects.
that express services expected from the
system.

IS & SS Guidelines Arguments

Selected section

SSG2 offers two strategies to
(Elicit a goal,
conceptualize a Scenario. Among the
Conceptualize a Scenario,
two strategies, manual and computer manual)
based, the former is chosen since the
service scenario (SC4) is very simple
and can be handled manually.
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IA Guidelines Arguments
Iteration 4.2
Enact section with
automated support

IAG10 suggests two things:

Product
SC4:

(1) to avoid anaphoric references such 1. The customer gets a card,
2. the customer recycles boxes
as he, she, etc.
and bottles.
(2) to express atomic actions in an
explicit ordering
(3) to avoid ambiguities
The scenario is rewritten accordingly.

Displayed guidelines
5

Iteration 5.1
Choose section with select
strategy

IS & SS Guidelines Arguments

The RE knows that he wants to analyse (Conceptualize a Scenario,
the scenario SC4 to discover a new
Elicit a Goal,
goal. Thus, he knows the target
refinement discovery)
intention 'Elicit a Goal' and SSG1 is
displayed. SSG1 offers three strategies
to discover new goals from scenario
analysis. The refinement strategy is
chosen because there is a need to
discover the functional requirements of
the recycling machine.

IA Guidelines Arguments
Iteration 5.2
Enact section with
automated support

Displayed guidelines
6

Iteration 6.1
Choose section with select
strategy

Selected section

Product

IAG4 guides in transforming actions of G23: Get card from super
the service scenario SC4 into goals
market
which express functional requirements. G24 Recycle bottles and boxes
Two goals are generated and related
from RM
together to G4 with an AND
relationship. G24 is selected for further
processing.

IS & SS Guidelines Arguments

Selected section

The RE knows his target intention,
(Elicit a goal,
namely 'Write a scenario'. Thus SSG3 Write a Scenario,
is displayed to help the RE in selecting free prose)
the right strategy. The free prose
strategy is selected because the text is
likely to be long and the free prose
facilitates this.
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IA Guidelines Arguments

Product
1

Iteration 6.2
Enact section with
automated support

Displayed guidelines
7

Iteration 7.1
Choose section with select
strategy

IAG8 provides style and contents
guidelines adapted to the type of
scenario at hand namely system
interaction scenario.

SC24 : The customer inserts his
card in the RM. The RM
checks if the card is valid
and then a prompt is given.
The customer inputs the
bottles and/or boxes in the
RM. If the objects are not
blocked, the RM ejects the
card and prints a receipt.

IS & SS Guidelines Arguments
SSG2 is displayed. The automated
support strategy is selected to take
advantage of the powerful linguistic
devices and get a scenario formulation
which will be the basis for automated
reasoning.

Selected section
(Write a Scenario,
Conceptualize a Scenario,
automated support)

IA Guidelines Arguments
Iteration 7.2
Enact section with
automated support

IAG9 semi-automatically transforms
the initial prose into a structured text
whose semantics conform to the
scenario model. The transformation
includes disambiguation, completion
and mapping onto the linguistic
structures associated to the concepts of
the scenario model. SC242 is the result
of the transformation of SC241.
(Underlined statements result of the
transformation)
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Product
2

SC24 :
1. The customer inserts the
customer card in the RM
2. The RM checks if the card is
valid
3. If the card is valid
4. A prompt is given to the
customer
5. The customer inputs the
bottles and the boxes in the
RM
6. The RM checks if the bottles
and the boxes are not
blocked
7. If the bottles and the boxes
are not blocked
8. The RM ejects the card to
the customer
9. The RM prints a receipt to
the customer

Displayed guidelines
8

Iteration 8.1
Choose section with select
strategy

IS & SS Guidelines Arguments

Out of the three strategies proposed by (Conceptualize a Scenario,
SSG1, the alternative discovery
Elicit a Goal,
strategy is chosen. This strategy suits alternative discovery)
the need to investigate variations and
exceptions of the normal course of
actions described in SC242.

IA Guidelines Arguments
Iteration 8.2
Enact section with
automated support

Selected section

Product

G25: Recycle box and bottles
IAG3 proposes several tactics to
discover alternative goals to G24. The from RM with invalid card.
one based on the analysis of conditions G26: Recycle box and Bottles
with a deblocking phase.
in the scenario is selected. This leads to
discover G25 and G26.

Table 1 : Trace of the process to elicit requirements for the Recycling Machine case
study
The arguments contained in column 2 of the table show the use of non-determinism in
intention and strategy selection embodied in the map. It also shows that for a given type
of situation different strategies are chosen for different situations (instances) of this type.
This effect is seen in iterations 3 and 6, 4 and 7 as well as in 5 and 8.

VII Conclusion
Early process models presented a take it or leave it choice to application engineers, either
you adopted a certain model or you discarded it and chose another one. However, the
recognition of the role of process situations in shaping the process model has resulted in
adapting process models to situational needs. The basic approach to process modelling
has however remained the same: process models are statically defined even though they
are expected to handle dynamically changing situations. In other words, knowledge of all
situations likely to occur is assumed to be statically available. This is clearly an untenable
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assumption.
Our approach is to respond to a dynamically changing situation by constructing process
models dynamically. As a result, the process model handles a situation as it emerges and
it is completely sensitive to the situation at all times.
Prevalent approaches to process modelling emphasize task organization and are therefore
principally concerned with the tactics to be adopted in carrying out the task. In the multimodel view presented here, we have called for a shift to the relatively more upstream
activities performed to develop real processes, those of deciding what is to be done
(intentions) and the manner (strategies) in which this is to be done. Thus, our focus is on
strategic issues concerning process modelling. In fact, we separate the strategic from the
tactical by representing the former in the method map and embodying the latter in the
guidelines. By associating the guidelines with the map, a smooth integration of the
strategic and the tactical aspects is achieved.
The capability to dynamically construct process models provided in the multi-model view
is directly related to the identification of intentions and strategies needed. The dynamicity
is promoted by the fine-grained modularity of sections and their high inter-connectivity.
This encourages flexible manœuvrability in constructing multiple paths from the map.
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